
PANEL#1 
1. How significantly are the currently observed values of T1 and T2 

affected by the following four issues: 
a. materials imperfections?
b. readout scheme?
c. qubit coupling scheme?
d. environmental noise?

2. In your opinion, what directions should future 
research take in addressing these issues?

3. What specific challenges should be overcome to 
improve qubit coherence?



Qubit strongly coupled
to resonances…

not always
there

Readout 
qb 1

qb2 excitation
transferred

to qb1at readout

In all types of qubits? 

Microscopic origin?

Insulators? In junctions?
Models convincing? 
See Constantin&Yu, 
PRL 99 (2007)

Elm modes?

Related to subgap
conductance of JJ ? 
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Quantronics
F. Nguyen et al.



Readout qb1 readout qb 2 (delayed)

Coupled
system

qb1 
uncoupled! 

qb 2
uncoupled

Spectroscopy of   coupled qubits

Frequencies of 
uncoupled
qubits observed

charge noise?  parity?
which dynamics? bad junctions?

Quantronics
F. Nguyen et al.
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Ramsey fringes
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Rabi oscillations

Better!   Charging effects detrimental? 

Quantronics
Bertet et al.



f0 =1.7718GHz

Q=2.3 104

Resonator with
a 7-SQUID array

80μm

Cc =2fF
Qmax =6 105
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bare res:
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Q=1.5 105



Flux qubit
Q: How can we reduce the sensitivity to flux noise?

1) We can decrease EJ /EC
(for example, by changing the 
thickness of the insulating material).

2) We can also decrease α
(for example, by reducing the 
area of the small junction).

Sensitivity to flux noise decreases. Good.

But, sensitivity to charge noise increases.



We now have reduced sensitivity to flux noise.

Q: How can we reduce the sensitivity to charge noise?

Add a shunt capacitor in parallel with the small junction.

Now, sensitivity to both
flux and charge noise
is reduced.

New design:

Low-decoherence qubit.

PRB 75, 140515(R) (2007), cond-mat/0609225.

Flux qubit



Low-decoherence qubit
T1 (black) and T2 (red):

(a) conventional flux 
qubit.

(b) after decreasing 
EJ /EC and α.

(c) after adding shunt 
capacitor:

T1 and T2 have increased and peak in T2 is now broader.



Low-decoherence qubit
Recently, Koch et al. (cond-mat/0703002) started from 
the charge qubit

EJ /EC <<1.

They found that increasing EJ /EC and adding a
shunt capacitor in parallel with one of the junctions, 
the decoherence time increases.

Their 2007 design (“the transmon”) is
similar to our 2006 proposal, reached 
from a different starting point.

This is an optimized qubit. 

You, Hu, Ashhab, and Nori, Phys. Rev. B 75, 140515 (2007).
cond-mat (2006).
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